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ABSTRACT
Climate change, environmental change and taking of harmful toxin mixing foods for long time changes human DNA
sequence or genetic code. As a result human body get affected and creates different diseases specially cancer, and
many people dies. At a certain time, human body adapt this bad situation by DNA sequence change and produce
different endogenous chemical substance such as proteins, enzymes and antibodies which protect human body from
this bad situation. Nowadays many people have dead by different microorganisms such as ebola virus, malaria, mars,
nepa virus and other microorganisms. At a certain time (next 300 to 400 year later), gradually human body adapt
against this microorganism and human body produce different protective endogenous chemical substances (protein,
enzyme, antibody) by DNA sequence or genetic code change.
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INTRODUCTION
DNA sequence change is change that occurs mainly in
nitrogen bases such as A, G, C, T either due to mistakes
when the DNA is copied or as the result of environmental
factors such as climate change, taken toxic food for long
time, UV light or radiation and cigarette smoke, virus,
chemical, microorganism.1 DNA sequence change can be
advantages and lead to strong body function and protect
our body from harmful microorganism, harmful climate
change. DNA sequence change can be disadvantage for
humane body and create different disease such as cancer,
abnormal body function, hormonal activity either
increase or decrease.2
DISCUSSION
Over a lifetime our DNA can undergo changes gradually
or gradually change in the sequence of bases A, C, G, T
or change in our genetic code.2,3 This results in changes in
the proteins production. This can be a bad or a good thing

This protein change create our body function either
strong or losser.2,4 DNA sequence change can occur
during DNA replication. As a result body function change
and many people gradually dies.5,6 DNA sequence change
can also occur as the result of exposure to environmental
factors such as smoking, sunlight and radiation. As a
result human body functions abnormally or disrupts the
human body development.7,8 DNA sequence change have
very serious effect and incompatible with life and also
make a gene function improperly.9,10 DNA sequence
change contribute to genetic variation within species and
also change human body function.2,3 DNA sequence
change can also be inherited. However, in African
populations having this mutation also protects against
malaria. That is in same African population gradually
increasing antibody from generation to generation. Next
100 years later malaria prevent antibody gradually
increase in our body later maximum people body
gradually produce antibody against malaria and protects
our body. However DNA sequence change can also
disrupt normal gene activity and cause diseases, like
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cancer.7 Cancer is the most common human genetic
disease; it is caused by DNA sequence change occurring
in a number of growth-controlling genes. Sometimes
defective, cancer causing genes can exist from birth,
increasing a person’s chance of getting cancer.3,6 AT a
certain time, DNA sequence change and our body
gradually produce different endogenous chemical
substance such as proteins, enzymes, antibodies. These
enzymes neutralize harmful toxin food and antibodies and
prevents microorganism. As a result our body cell
abnormality gradually decrease and gradually decrease
cancer disease.11,12 At present many people dead by the
attack of different microorganism such as ebola virus,
nepa virus, mars virus and other microorganism, this
microorganism disrupt our body function and change our
body immunity and within short time people dies. At a
certain time (300-500 years later) our body produces
gradually different endogenous substances.
CONCLUSION
DNA sequence change or genetic code change gradually
from generation to generation, gradually produce
endogenous chemical substance such as proteins,
enzymes, antibodies and gradually strong our body
function and gradually prevent cancer disease and also
prevent harmful microorganisms attack.
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